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Cheryl Saunders 

EXECUTIVE POWER IN FEDERATIONS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he nature and scope of executive power tend to be elusive in any 

democratic constitutional system. Executive power typically has 

a residual character, defined by reference to what legislative and 

judicial power are not. The actions that can lawfully be undertaken in the 

exercise of executive power may be diverse and open-ended and defy neat 

categorisation. The executive branch itself is sprawling and amorphous, of-

fering a catch-all for public bodies that do not neatly fit elsewhere under a 

tripartite separation of powers. Most executive decision-making takes place 

behind closed doors, often in conditions of confidentiality, in contrast to the 

relative openness of at least the formal processes of legislatures and courts. 

In polities that are constitutionally organised to give effect to the federal 

idea the challenge of understanding executive power is greater still. In fed-

eral-type systems, executive power necessarily is shared between at least 

two orders of government, each with their own executive organs. Whatever 

complexities are inherent in the conception of executive power thus are 

augmented by its interdependence with federal arrangements. As neither the 

conception of executive power nor the form through which the federal idea 

is given effect can be assumed to be standard across polities, an appreciation 

of the nature and scope of executive power in federal-type systems depends 

on variations along at least two axes. Each of these axes offers a range of 

possibilities that have implications for the scope and operation of executive 

power, even in isolation from each other. The point at which they intersect 

in a particular federation is likely to produce results that are distinctive as 

well.  

One axis concerns the design of the federation itself. Along this axis, 

there is a pronounced distinction between dualist federations, in which each 

sphere of government is expected to execute its own legislation and inte-

grated federations, in which a significant proportion of central legislation is 

executed by other spheres1. The United States and Germany can be regard-

ed, respectively, as exemplars of these two approaches, with all other feder-

al-type systems ranged somewhere between the two, each with variations on 

the theme of their own.  

The second axis along which the nature and scope of executive power 

reflects the wider constitutional setting of which the provisions for federal-

ism are part. This setting includes, critically, the relationship between the 

executive and the legislature within each of the orders of government and, 

 
1 T.O. HUEGLIN & A. FENNA, Comparative Federalism: A Systematic Inquiry, University 

of Toronto Press, 2015, ch. 2. 
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potentially, between the executive and the courts as well2. For this reason, in 

this essay, I characterise variations along this axis in terms of the separation 

of powers. In examining executive power from this perspective, I focus not 

only on the execution of legislation but also on the power of the executive to 

act without legislative authority. In addition, however, there may be other 

aspects of the constitutional context that affect the scope of executive power 

in federal-type systems. These include underlying ideas about the relative 

scope of legislative and executive power that the Constitution assumes and 

may reinforce and any other, specific, constitutional provisions that have in-

terpretive value in understanding executive power.  

In what follows, I examine variations along each of these axes to identi-

fy the similarities and differences to which they give rise, individually and 

collectively, and to demonstrate their relevance to the nature and scope of 

executive power. In a final substantive part I use Australia as an extended 

case study, to bring depth to the treatment of the subject and to illustrate the 

practical relevance of the variations along both axes in the experience of one 

federated state. The scope of federal executive power is a live question in 

Australia, the emergent answers to which are distinctive, from a compara-

tive point of view. In closing, I draw some brief conclusions from this study 

for the purposes of comparative federalism.  

I am conscious that in developing the arguments in this essay I am in-

fluenced by an Australian frame of reference, which may well not reflect 

approaches to thinking about executive power in federal settings elsewhere. 

Achieving a satisfactory level of objectivity is a challenge in any compara-

tive exercise and is particularly difficult in the present context, where so 

many variables stem from history, theory and practice and shared terms 

mask what may be underlying difference. Even to understand that frame-

works of reference may differ, however, is to make some progress in com-

parative terms. I hope that this contribution prompts others to engage with 

similar questions about the nature and scope of executive power in federa-

tions from perspectives that are more familiar in a manner that contributes 

to a deeper common understanding. 

II. FEDERAL DESIGN  

At obvious risk of overgeneralisation, it is possible to identify two dis-

tinct approaches to the division of governing authority for federal purposes. 

They are described below as dualist (or thematic) and integrated (or func-

tional). Each involves a very different treatment of executive power. Each 

has different implications for the lines of accountability for the exercise of 

executive power within and across jurisdictional lines. To complicate mat-

ters further, these two approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive, 

 
2 I refer to the « executive » throughout as encompassing the administration, although this 

practice also differs to a degree between states. For the distinction, see E. SCHMIDT-

AFSMANN & C. MOLLERS, « The Scope and Accountability of Executive Power in Germa-

ny », in P. CRAIG & A. TOMKINS (dir.), The Executive and Public Law, Oxford, Oxford 

University Press, 2006, p. 268. 
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even in design. And once the operation of federations in practice is taken in-

to account, features become further intermixed in ways that may enhance 

the de facto exercise of executive power, without the corresponding provi-

sion for political or legal accountability likely to be associated with constitu-

tional design3. 

As the term is used here, a dualist approach to federal design divides 

power vertically, in the sense that areas of government are assigned themat-

ically to one or other of the spheres of government on a basis that assumes 

that each sphere will administer (or execute) its own legislation. Each 

sphere has a full set of institutions for the purpose: hence the label of « dual-

ism ». The United States, Canada and Australia are examples. As these ex-

amples show federations in this category also may differ in a host of other 

ways, including the manner of the vertical division of power and the form of 

separation of powers for which the rest of the constitutional setting pro-

vides4.  

The division of legislative power, as the principal manifestation of sov-

ereign authority, invariably is the most prominent under any federal model. 

In conditions of dualism, the legislative power allocated to each sphere is 

likely to include authority to raise revenues for its own purposes as well. By 

definition, however, consistently with this model, executive and, sometimes, 

judicial power also are divided between the respective spheres of govern-

ment for federal purposes, implicitly if not explicitly. As a default position, 

these are likely generally to mirror the lines for the division of legislative 

power. In an extension of the logic of this model, there may be constitution-

al inhibitions on the extent to which one order of government can be re-

quired, or even invited, to exercise the executive power of another5. 

For the purposes of democratic accountability, each order of govern-

ment in a dualist federation tends to be conceived as broadly self-sufficient, 

subject to constitutional provision to the contrary. Arrangements that cut 

across this proposition frequently include representation of the federated 

units in central institutions including, typically, a second chamber of a bi-

cameral central legislature. Such a chamber may have considerable power 

within the central legislature but need not otherwise play a distinctively fed-

eral role. Co-operation across jurisdictional lines is common in such federa-

tions in practice. The occasion for co-operation may be stimulated by the 

federal division of powers but will be shaped by the dynamics of representa-

 
3  This phenomenon is explored in relation to twelve federations in J. POIRIER & 

C. SAUNDERS, « Comparative Experiences of Intergovernmental Relations in Federal Sys-

tems », in J. POIRIER, C. SAUNDERS, J. KINCAID (dir.), Intergovernmental Relations in Fed-

eral Systems, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2015. 

4 In relation to the first point, the Constitutions of the United States and Australia list only 

the legislative powers of the federation, leaving the unspecified residue to the States. By 

contrast, in Canada the Constitution Act 1867 lists the exclusive powers of both the federa-

tion and the provinces. On the second point, both Canada and Australia have parliamentary 

systems, while the United States has a presidential system in which both the heads of the 

executive branch and the legislatures are separately elected. 

5 Printz v. United States 521 US 898 (1997); R v. Hughes (2000) 202 CLR 535. 
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tive or, (where it exists), direct democracy, including the separation of pow-

ers. In most cases co-operation involves the executive branch, relies in sig-

nificant degree on executive power and effectively extends executive au-

thority6. Some forms of co-operation detract from democratic accountability 

for the exercise of executive power and may raise concerns for that reason7. 

A culture of co-operation may come less easily in dualist federations in any 

event, which are inherently more competitive in design. 

In sum, therefore, in a dualist federation executive power is divided be-

tween the spheres of government along thematic lines. Whether and to what 

extent the question of the scope of executive power within each sphere is 

distinct from the scope of legislative power depends on the concept of exec-

utive power itself including, critically, the power of the executive to act 

without legislative authority. This issue is taken up in the next part. Political 

accountability for the exercise of executive power lies primarily within each 

order of government, in accordance with the arrangements for democratic 

government. Intergovernmental co-operation is likely to rely largely, if not 

exclusively on executive action and may cut across the principles and pro-

cedures for democratic accountability. 

By contrast, in an integrated approach to federal design, power may be 

divided horizontally, along functional lines, empowering the sub-national 

sphere of government including, in some cases, local government, to admin-

ister or execute much central legislation as a matter of constitutional right. 

This approach to the division of power does not preclude a vertical division 

of powers as well. Every integrated federation also divides power on the-

matic lines; empowers the centre to administer some of its own legislation; 

and assumes that the sub-national sphere also will administer its own. The 

characteristic feature of a functional division of powers nevertheless ensures 

that administrative institutions are concentrated in the sub-national sphere. 

Where the power to tax also is divided along functional lines, taxation may 

be raised centrally but collected locally, necessitating constitutional provi-

sion for the distribution of the proceeds between spheres.  

Germany serves as a prototype for federations of this kind8. There are 

many other examples, however, including Austria, Switzerland, India and 

South Africa. In some cases, including Germany, the explanation for the 

adoption of a horizontal division of powers is historical reinforced, perhaps, 

by assumptions about the state-wide application of legislation9. In other cas-

 
6  J. POIRIER & C. SAUNDERS, « Comparative Experiences of Intergovernmental Rela-

tions… », op. cit. 

7 C. SAUNDERS, « Co-operative arrangements in comparative perspective », in G. APPLEBY, 

N. ARONEY, T. JOHN (dir.), The Future of Australian Federalism, Cambridge, Cambridge 

University Press, 2012, p. 414. 

8 W. HEUN, The Constitution of Germany, Hein Publishing, 2011, p. 62-64. In describing 

the execution of central legislation by the Lander Heun characterises the system as one of 

« executive federalism »; a term used in several very different senses in comparative feder-

alism and avoided here for this reason. 

9 D. ZIBLATT, Structuring the State: The Formation of Italy and Germany and the Puzzle of 

Federalism, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 2006. 
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es, the explanation for the choice variously lies in the challenges of accom-

plishing transition from a unitary to a federated state, in the expected de-

mands of development, in a desire for a more centralised federation, or 

combinations of these. In some federations, of which India is an example, a 

horizontal division of powers is equated with the categorisation of legisla-

tive powers as concurrent10. Federations that divide power along functional 

or horizontal lines typically are combined with parliamentary systems of 

government or, as in the case of Switzerland, a conciliar form of govern-

ment. There may be a question about whether integration could work satis-

factorily under a presidential system, with a more complete degree of sepa-

ration between the legislature and the executive. 

By definition, in an integrated approach to the federal division of power, 

the executive power exercisable by one sphere of government for the pur-

poses of the federal division of power does not necessarily parallel its legis-

lative power, even as a starting point for analysis. In lieu of, or in addition 

to, a question about the division of executive power for federal purposes is 

another, about what can be done by one order of government in executing 

the legislation of another11. By definition again, under an integrated ap-

proach, mechanisms for accountability potentially cross jurisdictional 

boundaries. Whether and to what extent sub-national institutions are ac-

countable to the centre or to their own voters for the execution of central 

laws depends on constitutional prescription and varies between federations. 

Federations of this kind may recognise a principle of federal loyalty, or 

good faith in dealings with each other12. Some more recent federal type-

systems, of which South Africa is an example, have equated this with a 

principle of co-operative government13. In such federations, an (effectively) 

second chamber of the central legislature also may play an operative role. 

The German federation, again, is the principal case in point. The Federal 

Chamber, or Bundesrat, provides a vehicle through which the executive 

governments of the Lander play a role in considering and approving the cen-

tral legislation that they will administer, in a form of intrastate co-

operation14. 

 
10 Constitution of India, Article 73(1)(a). For this use of concurrency more generally, see 

A. DZIEDZIC & C. SAUNDERS, « The Meanings of Concurrency », 

ssrn.com/abstract=2648673, forthcoming in N. STEYTLER (dir.) Concurrent Powers in Fed-

eral Systems, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2015. 

11  In relation to Germany, see H.-P. SCHNEIDER, « Federal Republic of Germany », in 

A. MAJEED, R.L. WATTS & D. BROWN, Distribution of Powers and Responsibilities in 

Federal Countries, Montréal, McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2005, p. 124, 146. 

12 A. GAMPER, « On Loyalty and the Federal Constitution », Vienna Online Journal on 

Constitutional Law 4, 2010, p. 157. For regret about the (more general) absence of a good 

faith doctrine in constitutional law in the US, see D.E POZEN, « Constitutional Bad Faith », 

Harvard Law Review, vol. 129, 2016. 

13 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, ch. 3. 

14 E. SCHMIDT-AFSMANN & C. MOLLERS, « The Scope and Accountability of Executive 

Power… », op. cit., p. 283 (also making the point that « the Bundesrat is not a Parlia-

ment »). 
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It follows that, in all federations, there is a federal dimension to ques-

tions about the scope of executive power. The questions, and therefore the 

answers differ, however, both between and within the principal categories 

that I have outlined here. In federations designed as dualist, the scope of ex-

ecutive power depends largely although not necessarily exclusively on a di-

vision of power for federal purposes along thematic lines. In integrated fed-

erations, this division may bear less weight. In any event, in federations of 

this latter kind, it is relevant also to ask what can be done under the execu-

tive power that is constitutionally assigned to the sub-national sphere to im-

plement central legislation. The distinction has implications for the under-

standing of mechanisms for accountability for the exercise of executive 

power.  

Whatever the federal design, however, what can be done in the exercise 

of executive power in either sphere will also depend on the general concep-

tion of executive power. This is determined primarily by considerations of 

the separation of powers, informed by the rest of the constitutional context, 

of which federalism is only part. The general conception of executive pow-

er, including the extent to which it can be exercised without legislative au-

thority, in turn will feed into the significance of the question of the division 

of executive power from a federal point of view.  

III. SEPARATION OF POWERS 

In any democratic state, federated or not, there is a constitutional con-

ception of what can be done in the exercise of executive power. Often, ex-

ecutive power is conferred by legislation or, more generally, subsumed in 

the authority to implement legislation. Even in this familiar context, ques-

tions may arise about what the executive can lawfully do. The dispute in the 

United States over the extent of presidential discretion in enforcing immi-

gration legislation is a case in point15. In addition, however, there is an im-

portant sub-set of the conception of executive power that concerns the au-

thority of the executive to act without legislative or specific constitutional 

authority. Executive power that is not derived from legislation but inheres in 

the executive qua executive presents an additional challenge for the division 

of power in federal-type systems and merits particular attention for this rea-

son. The challenge is complicated further where inherent executive power 

comprehends a variety of matters with differing rationales. Thus, to take the 

example developed below, common law states may accept a conception of 

inherent executive power that combines powers in relation to the exercise of 

external sovereignty, of which treaty making and ratification and the com-

mitment of troops to war are examples while, on the other with capacities of 

a kind ostensibly exercisable by ordinary persons, such as authority to con-

tract and spend.  

 
15 Texas v. United States 787 F.3d 733 (5th Cir. 2015), subject to review in the Supreme 

Court of the United States in 2016, on grounds that potentially include consideration of the 

President’s obligation to « take care that the laws be faithfully executed » in Constitution 

Article 2 clause 5. 
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It may be that, in the 21st century, the core concept of executive power 

is broadly similar in all democratic states, precluding direct interference 

with rights and duties and authorising conduct of the day-to-day business of 

government16. There are significant differences at the considerable margins, 

however, some of which also have a bearing on the dynamics of federalism. 

In each state, the conception of executive power is framed by a range of fac-

tors that might loosely be described as constitutional context. An important 

dimension of this context is the relationship between the legislative, execu-

tive and judicial branches of government and the powers that the Constitu-

tion authorises each to exercise, explicitly or implicitly. Another is the con-

stitutional provision for fundamental rights17. 

At a deeper level still, constitutions tend simply to assume a conception 

of executive power, as a product of the historical experience of the state and 

its people, including that of the constitutional tradition of which they are 

part. In most common law states, for example, an underlying conception of 

executive power can be traced to the long evolution of the relationship be-

tween the Crown and Parliament, culminating in the revolutionary settle-

ment of 1688, which retained the monarch as the embodiment of the state 

and limited but did not eradicate the prerogative18. Outside the common law 

world, other formative influences have been at work: different historical ex-

periences at different times and with different outcomes; different under-

standings of the sources of law including the role of legislation in legitimis-

ing the exercise of public power19. Over time, at least in established consti-

tutional systems, the implications of history for the conception of executive 

power are explored and developed by generations of theorists and jurists in 

ways that influence and are influenced by more formalised constitutional ar-

rangements. The result, potentially, is a somewhat different understanding 

of the conception of executive power between states, masked by similarities 

in terminology. 

The point may be illustrated by reference to the apparent homogeneity 

of the conception of executive power in common law states. Most obvious-

ly, there has been a degree of divergence between the British and United 

States constitutional traditions, stemming from the revolutionary break be-

tween the two at the end of the 18th century, differences in their constitu-

tional arrangements in form and substance, and their different paths towards 

representative democracy, as parliamentary and presidential systems respec-

tively. The initial point of divergence has been consolidated since by the in-

 
16 A useful resource for a range of states is P. CRAIG & A. TOMKINS (dir.), The Executive 

and Public Law, op. cit. 

17 E. SCHMIDT-AFSMANN & C. MOLLERS, « The Scope and Accountability of Executive 

Power… », op. cit., p. 269. 

18 Bill of Rights 1689 (UK); A. TOMKINS, « England », in P. CRAIG & A. TOMKINS (dir.), 

The Executive and Public Law, op. cit. 

19 In relation to Germany, for example, see M. JESTAEDT, « Democratic Legitimization of 

the Administrative Power – Exclusive versus Inclusive Democracy », in H. PUNDER & 

C. WALDHOFF (dir.), Debates in German Public Law, Oxford, Hart Publishing, 2014, 

p. 181. 
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tervening 200 years of the operation of the respective constitutional ar-

rangements in practice, under different conditions, prompting different tra-

jectories in judicial doctrines and different theoretical explanations. The 

claim could be substantiated by comparing many features of both traditions, 

but one aspect of institutional design serves the purpose. The respective dy-

namics of parliamentary and presidential systems inevitably shape the scope 

of executive power and the discourse associated with it. Relevant features 

for this purpose include the implications of direct, rather than indirect elec-

tion of the executive in the United States; the capacity of the Parliament to 

override executive power in conditions of parliamentary supremacy; the ef-

fective autonomy of Congress in comparison with Westminster Parliaments; 

and the substitution of express presidential powers for powers in the nature 

of the prerogative, not least in empowering the President as commander in 

chief20. Justice Jackson’s tripartite test for determining the scope of execu-

tive power in the Steel Seizures case21 has no obvious counterpart in analy-

sis of executive power in the British constitutional tradition, where the as-

sumptions that it makes about the relationship between the executive and the 

legislature do not apply. Albert Venn Dicey’s definition of the prerogative 

has no purchase in the United States where, indeed, Dicey is relatively un-

known22.  

Even within the range of states that arguably derive their conception of 

executive power from the British tradition through processes of colonisation 

there now are differences in understanding of it. Most retain parliamentary 

systems, which they may continue to describe as « Westminster » in charac-

ter. Explicitly or implicitly, these treat the settlement of 1688 as a definitive 

stage in the evolution of the scope of inherent executive power. Instinctive-

ly, all assume that the legislature can override general executive power. 

There has never been a clear and agreed analytical framework for the inher-

ent executive power, however, nor for the rationale underpinning it23. Dif-

ferent states may take paths of their own in resolving these questions for 

themselves, as problems arise from local practice. Invariably, also, there are 

particular differences in the constitutional experience of states in this tradi-

tion that have the potential to encourage divergent understanding of the con-

ception of executive power. States with written Constitutions have a text on 

which interpretation can focus, unlike the United Kingdom from which the 

tradition derived. States that now are republics have an even greater incen-

tive to abandon old analyses that drew on the royal prerogative or the capac-

 
20 United States Constitution, Article 2 section 2. Debate on the scope of the general vesting 

clause in Article 2 section 1 is affected by this context, whether a broad view is taken of the 

power or not: E.A. YOUNG, « The Scope and Accountability of Executive Power in the 

United States », in P. CRAIG & A. TOMKINS (dir.), The Executive and Public Law, op. cit., 

p. 165-166 

21 Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co v. Sawyer 343 US 579 (1952). 

22 AV. DICEY, Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution, Macmillan, 1959, 

p. 425 

23 S. PAYNE, « The Royal Prerogative », in M. SUNKIN & S. PAYNE (dir.) The Nature of the 

Crown: A Legal and Political Analysis, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1999. 
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ities of the Crown as a legal person24. In an interesting example of path-

dependency, states in which power exercised by imperial authorities has 

been transferred to the executive under independence constitutions need to 

grapple with a broader conception of executive power than is accepted 

elsewhere25. In those states that are also federations, an additional range of 

factors drawn from the competing interests of the centre and the constituent 

units may affect understanding of the conception of executive power as 

well.  

This potential for divergent development of the concept of executive 

power in states in the British common law tradition is all the greater at a 

time when the concept of inherent executive power is under pressure in any 

event and, in that sense, is in a state of flux. Executive power in the nature 

of the prerogative, including the power to commit troops to armed conflict 

and to ratify treaties, is out of step with contemporary democratic expecta-

tions in relation to accountability, transparency and public consultation. 

Other categories of executive power, including the power to contract, 

whether characterised as within the prerogative or not26, can be used to ef-

fect public policy goals binding future generations with limited parliamen-

tary control. Whether through the evolution of convention, judicial interpre-

tation or legislative change, different solutions to these problems are emerg-

ing from the experiences of these states, creating differences in the concep-

tion of executive power itself27. 

Features of a constitutional system that are associated with the separa-

tion of powers are the most obvious influence on the conception of execu-

tive power along this axis, but they are not the only ones. Others that are 

more subtle are easier to miss, however, for this reason. The impact of the 

choice between a generalist and a specialist court system for the purposes of 

organising adjudication serves as an example. While there are myriad varia-

tions, the latter typically mirrors a sharper conceptual distinction, not only 

between public and private law, but also between ordinary legal claims and 

claims about the constitutional validity of legislation. An apex court in a 

state in which generalist courts are the norm can deal with any legal issue 

properly raised before it, applying any applicable source of law including 

the Constitution, legislation and the common law (if any). In such a court, 

the constitutionality of executive action, even in the exercise of, say, a pow-

er to contract can be raised and resolved applying the full range of legal 

 
24 For example, Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, section 84, detailing the pow-

ers and functions of the President; R. ORRU, « South African “Quasi-

Parliamentarianism” », in H. CORDER, V. FEDERICO, R. ORRU (dir.), The Quest for Consti-

tutionalism, London, Routledge, 2016, p. 28. 

25 India is an example: S. DAM, Presidential Legislation in India, Cambridge, Cambridge 

University Press, 2014. 

26 The reference here is to the different formulations of W. Blackstone and AV. Dicey: 

C. SAUNDERS, « The Concept of the Crown », Melbourne University Law Review 38-3, 

2015. 

27 For a comparative examination of one aspect of this phenomenon see C. MCLACHLAN, 

Foreign Relations Law, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2014, ch. 4. 
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sources and tools. By contrast, a specialist constitutional court may be inhib-

ited from dealing with a pure exercise of executive power at all which, in 

any event, may be characterised as an issue of administrative law or, (in the 

case of contract) as private law. Of course, arrangements for adjudication 

along specialist lines may merely reflect an established categorisation of le-

gal questions. It may also serve to reinforce them, however. By contrast, a 

generalist court has a greater degree of flexibility in determining the bound-

aries of a private/public distinction between forms of executive power or 

even in eroding the distinction altogether. 

The argument so far has sought to establish that the nature and scope of 

executive power in any federation involves examination of constitutional ar-

rangements along two axes. One deals with the manner of the division of 

federal power. The other deals with the general conception of executive 

power primarily, although not exclusively, from the standpoint of the sepa-

ration of powers. It has been convenient for analytical purposes to present 

the two dimensions of the problem separately here, but in reality they over-

lap. In any federation, the prevailing conception of executive power informs 

the organisation of power, including executive power, for federal purposes. 

Equally, the federal organisation of the state is part of the constitutional con-

text that shapes the conception of executive power. Over time, this interde-

pendence may increase, as the operation of the federation in practice raises 

an additional range of issues with which the conception of executive power 

must deal, causing it to be seen in a different light. While federalism interre-

lates with the conception of executive power in all federations, how this oc-

curs and with what results varies in some degree. The next part illustrates 

how this relationship has shaped and continues to shape executive power in 

the federation of Australia. 

IV. AUSTRALIA 

A. Federal design 

The Australian federation was formed in 1901 as an agreed means of 

bringing together six established self-governing British colonies in a single 

polity. It thus had many, although not all, the characteristics of federation by 

aggregation28. In an important exception, colonial status within the British 

Empire at the time of federation meant that the colonies that became States 

never possessed full sovereignty and that the Commonwealth itself lacked 

powers associated with external sovereignty for decades after federation 

took place29.The continued, unbroken relationship with the United Kingdom 

 
28  R.L. WATTS, « Comparing Federal Political Systems », in A-G. GAGNON, S. KEIL & 

S. MULLER (dir.), Understanding Federalism and Federation, London, Routledge, 2016,11 

4. 

29 Cases that recognise these historical realities and attach doctrinal consequences to them 

include New South Wales v. Commonwealth (Seas and Submerged Lands case) (1975) 135 

CLR 337 and R v. Burgess; ex parte Henry (1936) 55 CLR 608.  
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also required incorporation of the monarchy in the new Constitution 30 . 

These factors have had implications for the executive power of both the 

Commonwealth and the States in the Australian federation, not the least of 

which has been the expansion of the scope of executive power in section 61 

as imperial authority withdrew31. Otherwise, however, as in most cases of 

aggregation, the States retained their existing Constitutions, institutions and 

laws, subject to provisions to the contrary in the Commonwealth Constitu-

tion32. Apart from the inroads necessarily made by federation into the scope 

of State power, these were not onerous. The Constitution established only 

federal institutions, leaving those of the States largely untouched. The Con-

stitution also left rights protection to the institutions of the several spheres 

of government, in the exercise of their respective powers. 

The expectation that each order of government executes its own legisla-

tion is evident on the face of the Constitution33. Subject to the role of the 

High Court of Australia as the final court of appeal in both federal and state 

jurisdiction34, each order of government also provides for adjudication on 

matters arising in its own sphere of authority. The Constitution divides leg-

islative, executive and judicial power between the spheres of government to 

these ends, by specifying the powers of the Commonwealth, leaving the res-

idue to the States. The division of legislative power is spelt out in some de-

tail, in more than 40 heads of power that are made available to the Com-

monwealth Parliament. Most, although not all, of these are held concurrent-

ly with the States, subject to the paramountcy of Commonwealth law35. 

They include an incidental legislative power in section 51(XXXIX) that en-

ables supporting legislation with respect to « matters incidental to the execu-

tion of any power vested by this Constitution […] in the Government of the 

Commonwealth ». The heads of federal jurisdiction also are relatively de-

tailed36.  

The treatment of executive power, on the other hand, is much less spe-

cific. Section 61 provides: 
The executive power of the Commonwealth is vested in the Queen and is 

exercisable by the Governor-General as the Queen’s representative, and 

extends to the execution and maintenance of this Constitution, and of the 

laws of the Commonwealth. 

 
30 The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1900 (Imp) of which the Constitution 

is part recites the agreement of the people of the colonies to unite in a federation ‘under the 

Crown’, with institutional consequences throughout the Constitution. 

31 Barton v. Commonwealth (1974) 131 CLR 433. 

32 Commonwealth Constitution, sections 106, 107, 108. 

33 See, for example, the transfer of departments from the States to the Commonwealth, fol-

lowing the division of legislative power: section 69. 

34 Commonwealth Constitution, section 73. 

35 Ibid., section 51, 109. A short list of express exclusive power is set out in section 52. 

36 Ibid., section 73, 75, 76. 
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Some implications of the section nevertheless are clear. The executive 

power of the Commonwealth is distinct from that of the States. In terms of 

content, it clearly involves the execution and maintenance of Common-

wealth law. What else it involves depends on the significance of the word 

« extends », the ambit of authority to execute and maintain the Constitution, 

the consequences, if any, of the investiture of power in the Queen and the 

very conception of « executive » power. 

The federal division of fiscal authority also is part of the story of the 

federal division of executive power in Australia37. The Constitution allo-

cates extensive power to impose taxation to each of the spheres of govern-

ment, on the dualist assumption that each government would tax for its own 

purposes38. In an important exception, however, the power to impose duties 

of customs and excise was conferred exclusively on the Commonwealth, 

depriving the new States at the moment of federation of one of their most 

significant sources of revenue39. As a result, from the outset, there was a de-

gree of fiscal imbalance, for which the Constitution attempted to make re-

medial provision. One section, which became a dead-letter in the early years 

of federation, required the regular distribution of Commonwealth « sur-

plus » revenue to the States40. Another provided simply for the payment of 

financial assistance by the Commonwealth to any State on such terms and 

conditions « as the Parliament thinks fit41 ». Over time, the fiscal imbalance 

worsened, as the Commonwealth acquired a de facto monopoly over income 

tax42 and the High Court interpreted the exclusive Commonwealth power to 

impose duties of excise as encompassing, in effect, all taxes on goods43. 

From the mid-20th century at the latest the Commonwealth had very consid-

erable sources of revenue at its disposal, while the States were dependent on 

transfers, pursuant to section 96. This mismatch of legislative power and re-

sources encouraged Commonwealth reliance on executive power to unilat-

erally extend its authority into areas of State responsibility, creating a recur-

ring flashpoint for litigation that has been significant in shaping the scope of 

the power. 

One final aspect of Australian federal design that has affected both judi-

cial doctrine and political practice in relation to executive power is the Sen-

 
37 C. SAUNDERS, The Constitution of Australia: A Contextual Analysis, Oxford, Hart Pub-

lishing, 2011, p. 229. 

38 The Commonwealth power to tax can be found in section 51 (ii). The State taxation pow-

er follows from the general scheme for the federal division of power and in particular sec-

tions 106, 107. 

39 Australian Constitution, section 90.  

40 Ibid., section 94. An accounting arrangement that effectively precludes the existence of 

any surplus for the purposes of this provision was upheld by the High Court in New South 

Wales v. Commonwealth (1908) 7 CLR 179. 

41 Australian Constitution, section 96. 

42  South Australia v. Commonwealth (1942) 65 CLR 373; Victoria v. Commonwealth 

(1957) 99 CLR 575 

43 Ha v. New South Wales (1997) 189 CLR 465. 
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ate44. The Senate is the second chamber of the bicameral Commonwealth 

Parliament. It represents all the original States equally, is directly elected 

and has almost co-equal authority with the House of Representatives. It is 

rare for a government to have a majority in the Senate, providing an addi-

tional incentive for governments to avoid legislation in favour of reliance on 

executive power where they can. On the other hand, avoidance of the legis-

lature raises concerns for federalism as well as separation of powers when 

the Senate is the principal formal institution of shared rule. 

B. Separation of powers 

The Australian Constitution does not define the concept of executive 

power that is divided between the Commonwealth and the States by sec-

tion 61. While other constitutional provisions detail aspects of executive 

power for particular purposes, they provide almost no assistance with the 

meaning of the generic term45. Like the companion concepts of legislative 

and judicial power in sections 1 and 71 of the Constitution, the meaning of 

executive power is simply assumed, leaving uncertainties to be resolved 

through judicial interpretation46.  

Given the provenance of the Australian Constitution, one source of in-

sight into the meaning of the concept of executive power is British constitu-

tional law and practice. The potential relevance of British experience is 

heightened by Australian adaptation of key British institutions including 

constitutional monarchy and parliamentary responsible government broadly, 

but by no means entirely, along Westminster lines. The British conception 

of executive power might add to understanding of section 61 in at least three 

ways. First, executive power in the United Kingdom extends well beyond 

the execution of legislation to include prerogative power47. Secondly, the 

common law also recognises the inherent authority of the executive to carry 

out a range of other actions, broadly of a kind that might be performed by 

any legal person, as long as they are not contrary to law. This anthropomor-

phism assumes that the executive can be equated with a legal person for this 

purpose, sometimes by relying on the personhood of the Crown48. If either 

of these possibilities applies in Australia, the immediate result is to extend 

the concept of executive power to which section 61 refers beyond execution 

of the Constitution and statute law. Thirdly, in a feature of a different kind, 

executive power in the British parliamentary tradition can always be over-

 
44 Australian Constitution, Ch. 1, Part 2. 

45 The power to establish departments of state in section 64 is one example; the power to 

appoint judges in section 72 is another. 

46 From the voluminous case law on judicial power, in particular, see Brandy v. Human 

Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (1995) 183 CLR 245. 

47 S. PAYNE, « The Royal Prerogative », op. cit. 

48 J. HOWELL, « What the Crown May Do », Judicial Review 36, 2010. 
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ridden by Acts of the sovereign legislature so long, at least, as the intention 

to do so is sufficiently clear. 

The relevance of the British conception of executive power in Australia 

is necessarily tempered by constitutional differences between the two states, 

however. Most obviously, in Australia the concept of executive power is 

embedded in an entrenched constitution enforced through judicial review. 

The Commonwealth Parliament is not sovereign in the sense generally ac-

cepted for the Parliament at Westminster and could not override specific 

powers conferred on the executive by the Constitution, whatever the rela-

tionship between legislation and section 61. Equally significantly, the Con-

stitution in which executive power is embedded protects approaches to the 

organisation of public power that in some respects are quite different to 

those in the United Kingdom, not least of which is the federal system itself. 

Thus, for example, if the concept of executive power under section 61 in-

cludes significant inherent executive power, divorced from statute, it be-

comes necessary to determine the basis on which power of this kind is di-

vided between the Commonwealth and the States. 

An alternative source of insight into the concept of executive power is 

the Constitution of the United States, on which the Australian Constitution 

was loosely modelled49. The profound difference, for this purpose, between 

a presidential and a parliamentary system means that the United States of-

fers no guide to the precise conception of executive power. Nevertheless, 

the similarities in organisation of the first three parts of each Constitution, 

dedicated to the legislature, executive and judicature respectively, suggests 

that the questions that arise in Australia might also be analysed through a 

separation of powers lens. This possibility has been realised to the extent 

that the Australian Constitution has been held to provide for a three-way 

separation of powers, albeit one that makes allowance for the exigencies of 

parliamentary government50. It follows that there are enforceable limits on 

what can be done by the Commonwealth in the exercise of executive power, 

the demarcation of which falls to be determined by reference to the text and 

context of the Australian Constitution. The concept of State executive power 

requires a somewhat different analysis, involving the State as well as the 

Australian Constitutions. 

C. Breadth and depth 

The scope of federal executive power under section 61 has been a famil-

iar legal battleground since federation. Over time it became accepted that, 

the final words of the section notwithstanding, executive power was not 

necessarily dependent on legislative or express constitutional authority: that, 

 
49 For a nuanced account of the multiple influences on the making of the Australian Consti-

tution see N. ARONEY, The Constitution of a Federal Commonwealth: The Making and 

Meaning of the Australian Constitution, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2009. 

50 Victorian Stevedoring and General Contracting Company Pty Ltd v. Dignan (1931) 46 

CLR 73; R v. Kirby; ex parte Boilermakers’ Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254. 
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in other words, the Commonwealth executive enjoyed some inherent execu-

tive power. The extent of inherent power has remained contested, however, 

from the standpoint of both federalism and separation of powers. Nor has it 

ever been entirely clear how this development relates to section 61. On one, 

now older view, prerogative and/or general executive power derived from 

the common law and were merely subsumed by the section51. On another, 

the function of ideas about executive power derived from the common law 

constitutional tradition is to assist to inform the meaning of section 61 in 

constitutional context. On yet another, the references in section 61 to the 

Queen or to the « execution and maintenance » of the Constitution might be 

interpreted to authorise much of the action that could be taken in the exer-

cise of inherent executive power elsewhere. 

Australian discourse has sometimes described the problem of determin-

ing the scope of the executive power of the Commonwealth in terms of 

breadth and depth, broadly reflecting the two axes of executive power in 

federations with which this chapter began52. Depth thus refers to the scope 

of executive vis-à-vis legislative power and breadth refers to the ambit of 

the executive power of the Commonwealth vis-à-vis that of the States. Most 

litigation has focussed on one or the other, encouraging discrete treatment of 

the two dimensions of the problem. Thus in Barton v. Commonwealth53, in 

which the plaintiff challenged an Australian request to extradite him from 

Brazil, the principal issue was the relationship between prerogative power 

and statute and the federalism dimension was, properly, assumed to be satis-

fied. Conversely, in the Australian Assistance Plan (AAP) case, argument 

focussed on whether expenditure on Regional Councils for Social Develop-

ment fell within the powers of the Commonwealth, without seriously ques-

tioning whether the executive could spend public funds to this end without 

substantive supporting legislation54.  

The AAP case was complicated for present purposes because the Court 

was divided over whether the power of the Commonwealth to engage in 

spending programs of this kind was unlimited by federal considerations and 

whether, in any event, it derived from the requirement for appropriation in 

section 81 or relied, at least in part, on the executive power. The reasons of 

Mason J offered an influential middle ground. On this view, the executive 

power would support engagement in spending programs in areas of Com-

monwealth constitutional responsibilities, which could be ascertained from 

the distribution of legislative powers and from the « existence and character 

of the Commonwealth as a national government55 ». The latter gave the 

Commonwealth « a capacity to engage in enterprises and activities peculiar-

 
51 Farey v. Burvett (1916) 21 CLR 433, 452. 

52 G. WINTERTON, « The Relationship between Commonwealth Legislative and Executive 

Power », Adelaide Law Review 25, 2004, p. 29-30. 

53 (1974) 131 CLR 477. 

54 Victoria v. Commonwealth & Hayden (1975) 134 CLR 338. 

55 (1975) 134 CLR 338, 398. 
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ly adapted to the government of a nation and which cannot otherwise be car-

ried on for the benefit of the nation56 ». Notably, the judge who took this 

view held that the Australian Assistance Plan was invalid57. 

Questions about the nature and scope of executive power in Australia 

have been raised in other contexts as well, further complicating an already 

complex jurisprudence. The executive power to contract without adequate 

parliamentary authority has been challenged at the State level as well, with 

results that have a bearing on problems arising in the Commonwealth 

sphere, despite the more « unitary » context58. Litigation challenging the 

outcomes of intergovernmental schemes has established that the Common-

wealth executive has power to enter into agreements with the States, subject 

to constitutional limits that remain to be explored59. It should be noted in 

passing that this is an aspect of executive power peculiar to a federal setting. 

Long-running lines of authority about whether and when the respective 

spheres of government could enact legislation that applied to the executive 

branch of the other led to decisions that tended to assume inherent executive 

power to contract in the course of, for example, drawing a distinction be-

tween State legislation that affected the « capacities and functions » of the 

Commonwealth, and legislation regulating the transactions in which the 

Commonwealth executive « chose to engage »60. The former was precluded 

but the latter was not, subject to Commonwealth legislation to the contrary. 

D. A compound conception of federal executive power 

As long as the breadth and depth of executive power were treated as 

discrete questions in Australian constitutional litigation, the latter drew pri-

marily on modes of analysis derived from the British constitutional tradi-

tion, with outcomes that were broadly equivalent. From the turn of 

the 21st century, however, a wave of cases raising problems of executive 

power began what with hindsight can be seen as a new turning. Executive 

power in the Australian federation now is a compound conception in which 

considerations of federalism and separation of powers influence each other 

in ways that are determined by reference to the Australian Constitution as a 

whole. 

Oddly, the starting point was a decision of the Full Court of the Federal 

Court of Australia in which federalism was not in issue at all61. Instead, the 

 
56 Ibid. 

57 The final orders of the Court upheld the validity of the Plan, however, for reasons that are 

not directly relevant for present purposes. 

58 New South Wales v. Bardolph (1934) 52 CLR 455; considered by French CJ in Williams 

v. The Commonwealth (2012) 248 CLR 156, 211-214. 

59 R v. Duncan; Ex parte Australian Iron & Steel Pty Ltd (1983) 158 CLR 535, 559, Ma-

son J. 

60 Re Residential Tenancies Tribunal of New South Wales v. Henderson; Ex parte Defence 

Housing Authority (1997) 190 CLR 410. 

61 Ruddock v. Vadarlis (2001) 110 FCR 491 
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question for the Court in Ruddock v. Vadarlis was the validity of actions of 

the Commonwealth executive in intercepting and expelling non-citizens ar-

riving by boat in reliance on inherent executive power. British authority on 

the scope of the prerogative for this purpose was equivocal, as the dissenting 

reasons of Black CJ showed. For the majority judges, however, this was not 

determinative 62 . The executive power of the Commonwealth was not a 

« species of the royal prerogative » but a « power conferred as part of a ne-

gotiated federal compact expressed in a written Constitution distributing 

power between the three arms of government […] and […] as to legislative 

powers, between the polities that comprise the federation63 ». Construed in 

context, section 61 authorised the action here, which was « central to […] 

sovereignty » and thus attributable to « maintenance of the Constitution64 ». 

The reasoning by which this result was reached drew extensively on the no-

tion of nationhood previously used primarily to delimit the federal dimen-

sions of the power65. 

Federalism was directly in issue in the three cases that followed, later in 

the decade. The first of these, Pape v. Federal Commissioner of Taxation, 

narrowly upheld the validity of economic stimulus legislation in the wake of 

the global financial crisis, on the grounds that a short-term emergency of 

this kind attracted the nationhood component of the executive power, which 

could then be supported by an exercise of the incidental legislative power66. 

Importantly for present purposes Pape also confirmed, however, that any 

executive power to spend was limited by considerations of federalism; that 

its scope depended on the interpretation of section 61, in the context of the 

Constitution as a whole; and that the requirement for appropriation played 

no necessary role in the resolution of the problem, prescribing instead the 

technical procedure for the release of moneys from the Consolidated Reve-

nue Fund. The reasoning in Pape made it likely that further challenges 

would follow as they did, in the two Williams cases67. 

The issue in both cases involved spending pursuant to a contract. In pur-

suance of a National Schools Chaplaincy Program, the Commonwealth had 

entered into a Funding Agreement with the Scripture Union Queensland 

(SUQ) to provide funding for chaplaincy services in Queensland schools 

that expressed interest in a chaplaincy placement. Individual contracts were 

concluded between the Commonwealth and SUQ in relation to the place-

ment of each Chaplain. The plaintiff was the father of children at one of the 

schools in question, who objected to having a chaplain at the school. The 

 
62 French J, with whom Beaumont J agreed on these points. 

63 Ibid., p. 183. 

64 Ibid., p. 191. 

65 Ibid., p. 180, citing Victoria v. Commonwealth & Hayden (1975) 134 CLR 338, 406 and 

Davis v. Commonwealth (1988) 166 CLR 79, 93 

66 (2009) 238 CLR 1 

67 Williams v. Commonwealth (2012) 248 CLR 156; Williams v. Commonwealth (No.2) 

(2014) 252 CLR 416 
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Program was undertaken solely in exercise of the executive power, subject 

to a general appropriation in the budget legislation appropriating moneys for 

the « ordinary annual services of government » that specified the « out-

come » as « Individuals achieve high quality foundation skills and learning 

outcomes from schools and other providers68 ». The regulatory framework 

for the program was provided by executive Guidelines, which were subject 

to frequently change.  

In the first Williams case, the High Court held by a majority of 6-1 that 

the Funding Agreement was not a valid exercise of the executive power of 

the Commonwealth and was not supported by section 6169. In itself this was 

not a surprising outcome, although it was hard fought by the defendant 

Commonwealth. The case is significant for the reasoning of four of the ma-

jority Justices, who reached their decision on the basis that the contract and 

associated spending were unconstitutional because they were unsupported 

by legislation, rather than because they exceeded Commonwealth, as op-

posed to State executive power70. In other words, the majority held that the 

contract did not fall within the constitutional conception of executive power 

at all. The other two majority Justices71 avoided decision on this issue, hold-

ing instead that the contract fell outside the scope of Commonwealth execu-

tive power, measured by reference to the somewhat more orthodox consid-

erations of the contours of legislative power augmented by the demands of 

nationhood.  

There was no single majority opinion; a familiar situation in Australian 

practice. As a result, there are some significant differences between the ma-

jority reasoning. There was enough in common between the three sets of 

reasons, however, to draw the following conclusions from them for the na-

ture and scope of Commonwealth executive power. The text of section 61, 

interpreted in constitutional, including historical context, is the primary 

point of reference. The scope of Commonwealth executive power is not de-

termined by the scope of the prerogative or common law executive power in 

the United Kingdom, although this may inform the understanding of sec-

tion 61. Insofar as reasoning about the scope of inherent executive power in 

other common law states rests on an analogy with the capacities of a legal 

person, reinforced by the location of executive power in the Crown, it has 

been rejected for Australia. The Constitution creates the Commonwealth 

(and, by inference each State) as a polity and distributes functions between 

its branches in a manner that, ultimately falls for determination by the 

Court. Construed in context, Commonwealth executive power necessarily is 

a composite concept, in which understanding of what the executive branch 

can do without legislative authority is shaped by considerations of both sep-

aration of powers and federalism, in the light of constitutional text and 

 
68 Appropriation Act (No 3) 2006-2007 (Cth) , schedule 1, quoted in the reasons of Hayne J 

in Williams, [227] 

69 French CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Crennan, Kiefel and Bell JJ, Heydon J dissenting. 

70 This line of reasoning was adopted by French CJ, Gummow and Bell JJ and Crennan J. 

71 Hayne J and Kiefel J 
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structure. Federalism indicators that influenced the reasoning of the Justices 

in Williams included the potential for a broad executive power, underpinned 

by the incidental legislative power, to undermine the constitutionally en-

trenched division of legislative powers, especially on a matter that clearly 

lay within State authority and could not conceivably be a candidate for the 

« nationhood » power; the presence in the Constitution of section 96, au-

thorising Commonwealth spending in areas beyond its legislative powers 

through grants to the States on such conditions as the Parliament « thinks 

fit »; and the potential for a program based solely on the executive power to 

avoid the need for Senate consideration and approval. 

The sequel to the first Williams decision showed how the now com-

pound conception of federal executive power might have benefits for repre-

sentative democracy as well as federalism. The immediate response to Wil-

liams was legislation to provide a loose subordinate statutory base for the 

National Schools Chaplaincy Program and more than 400 other executive 

spending programs deemed to be at risk72. Despite the somewhat provoca-

tive nature of this solution, which remains to be tested, any legislative un-

derpinning for the scheme was vulnerable to challenge by reference to the 

federal division of legislative power. In Williams (No 2), a challenge to the 

validity of the legislation was upheld by a unanimous High Court on the 

ground that there was no head of legislative power to support it73. Insuffi-

ciently daunted, the government now gave the School Chaplains Program 

effect through conditional grants to the States pursuant to section 96. While 

this was a hollow victory for the plaintiff, it was at least consistent with the 

federal framework. The intergovernmental agreement setting out the terms 

of the grant also is more stable in policy terms, if only because it involves 

two parties, than the departmental guidelines had proved to be74. Further, 

the new subordinate legislative basis for federal spending programs exposes 

them to scrutiny by the Senate Standing Committee on Regulations and Or-

dinances, which now insists that Ministers identify the federal head of pow-

er on which they rely, when new spending regulations are made75. And in 

yet another twist, the attention aroused by the transformation of the program 

into a conditional grant to the States caused the Senate Standing Committee 

for Scrutiny of Bills to begin to take a belated interest in the way these ar-

rangements work76. 

 
72 Financial Framework Legislation Amendment Act No 3, 2012 (Cth). 

73 Joint reasons were published by French CJ, Hayne, Kiefel, Bell and Keane JJ. Crennan J 

published separate reasons.  

74  Project Agreement for the National School Chaplaincy Programme, 

http://www.federalfinancialrelations.gov.au/content/npa/education/school_chaplaincy_prog

ramme/Project_Agreement.pdf (viewed 11 April 2016). 

75 P. HODDER, « The Williams decisions and the implications for the Senate and its scrutiny 

committees », Papers on Parliament, 64, 2016, p. 143, 150-152. 

76 Senate Standing Committee for the Scrutiny of Bills, Alert Digest 2/16, « Appropriation 

Bill (No.4) 2015-2016 », 9. 
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E. Unfinished business 

It seems likely that understanding of the nature and scope of executive 

power in Australia will continue to build on the doctrinal framework laid 

down in the first Williams case. The Court rejected the Commonwealth’s at-

tempt to reopen these issues in Williams (No 2). Political practice is begin-

ning to adjust to a more limited ambit for inherent executive power. It may 

be that the doctrine is not entirely secure, however. The terms of the joint 

reasons in Williams (No 2) were sufficiently carefully phrased to preserve 

both the strands of reasoning over which the six-member majority divided in 

the earlier case77. And in a post-Williams decision, on a matter entirely with-

in the federal sphere of responsibility, one more recent member of the Court 

went to some lengths to confine the authority for which the cases stand78. 

The doctrine is vulnerable also, however, because aspects of it remain 

unclear. The existence of Commonwealth executive power in association 

with a valid Commonwealth statute or pursuant to particular provisions of 

the Constitution is straightforward enough. In these instances, also, ques-

tions about federalism are automatically resolved. Commonwealth claims to 

inherent executive power present a more complex case. Williams suggests 

several bases on which they might be resolved. In some cases the executive 

might exercise powers « in the nature of the prerogative » that are properly 

attributable to the Commonwealth; in others executive action might be justi-

fied by « the character and status of the Commonwealth as the national gov-

ernment »; in others again, the executive has power to act in the course of 

administering the Departments of State. The federal character of the Consti-

tution plays a role of some kind in each of these categories. Nevertheless, 

their scope and the boundaries between them are by no means clear. In par-

ticular, it remains to be determined which contracts and spending programs 

require supporting legislation and which do not. This is an issue on which 

comparative experience might well assist.  

In addition, it remains to be determined whether the same limits on the 

capacity of the Commonwealth executive to act without legislation affect 

the executive power of the States. At first glance, the dependence of the Wil-

liams reasoning on the context of the Australian Constitution, including its 

federal features, makes extension to the States unlikely. Separation of pow-

ers also is a much less prominent feature of the Constitutions of the States79. 

On the other hand, the Australian Constitution recognises both the Com-

monwealth and the States as polities, providing a basis on which anthropo-

morphic reasoning can dismissed for both80. And there are precedents in 

Australia for the extension to the States of the effect of doctrines governing 

 
77 (2014) 253 CLR 416, 469. 

78 M68/2015 v. Minister for Immigration and Border Protection [2016] HCA 1, Gageler J. 

79 Durham Holdings Pty Ltd v. New South Wales (2001) 205 CLR 399 

80 Section 75(iv) refers to suits between « States », just as section 75 (iii) refers to suits in 

which the « Commonwealth » is a party. 
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the position of the Commonwealth under the Australian Constitution81. This 

can be expected to happen, in one way or another, in connection with execu-

tive power as well82. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This study of executive power in federal systems suggests three points 

of particular interest for comparative federalism. 

First, the arrangements by which power is organised and limited in a 

working federation are interdependent with the rest of the constitutional sys-

tem, which also may evolve over time to reflect the modalities of federal-

ism. Thus, while legislative and executive powers inevitably are divided be-

tween the orders of government in any federation, how they are divided and 

the manner of their exercise depends on the constitutional and legal setting 

in which they are embedded. Whether executive power presents itself as a 

distinct issue may depend on the extent to which there is a conception of ex-

ecutive power independent of legislation or of the scope of legislative pow-

er. Where, on the other hand, the constitutional setting acknowledges sub-

stantial inherent executive power it presents an additional set of problems 

for federalism to resolve. The Australian case study shows how, in these 

conditions, the conception of executive power may adapt to the federal set-

ting. 

Reflection on these dynamics suggests the second point. Key features of 

the constitutional setting in which federalism is embedded generally have 

their genesis in a unitary system of government. This may particularly be so, 

for example, in relation to the structure and power of the three branches of 

government, the legislature, executive and judiciary, arrangements for 

shared rule aside. The relationship between these branches typically is un-

derpinned by historical experience, whether local or derived, given continu-

ing relevance through constitutional theories. The political culture in which 

they have evolved is not necessarily conducive to the power-sharing and 

consensus-building that federalism requires. In these circumstances, there is 

potential for a clash between the two sets of principles on which a federal 

constitution rests, each of which may be resistant to change. The Australian 

case study illustrates these dynamics in relation to the concept of executive 

power in one federation. It also shows how, in those particular conditions, a 

modus vivendi of sorts has been reached. 

Third, as a logical corollary, the nature and scope of executive power 

differs in some respects between all federations, depending both on federal 

design and the constitutional setting more generally. One aim of this essay 

has been to suggest an approach to understanding these differences and 

 
81 The principal examples are the constitutional protection of judicial review on grounds of 

jurisdictional error and protection of the integrity of the judiciary: respectively, Kirk v. In-

dustrial Relations Commission (2010) 239 CLR 531; Kable v. Director of Public Prosecu-

tions (NSW) (1996) 189 CLR 51 

82 C. SAUNDERS, « The Concept of the Crown », op. cit., p. 873. 
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evaluating their significance for comparative purposes. The exercise is 

complex, because some differences run deep. It nevertheless is worthwhile. 

The conditions in which government operates in the early 21st century tend 

to augment executive power, externally and internally. This phenomenon af-

fects all states but has particular implications for states that also divide gov-

erning authority for federal purposes. There are insights to be gained into 

how such pressures might be both accommodated and resolved from a com-

parison of federal experiences that is adequately informed. 
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